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Abstract 

Considered to be the latest generation of distance educati凹， e-leaming, especially 

online education, fully employs the power ofthe Intemet and brings education to a new 

era. As the usage of distance/online interaction is believed to be one of the most 

essential factors for a successful distance/online course, a thorough understanding of 

its character becomes necess訂y for course design. Therefore, the p叮pose of this 

artic1e is to help people have a c1ear picture of distance/online interaction through 

reviewing various distance/online interaction classifications which include Moore池，

Hi1Iman, Will芯， and Gunawardena's, Gilbert and Moore池， and Northrup's works. It 

is expected that the knowledge guides the selection of interaction s仕ategies and 

enhance leamers' leaming efficacy in a distance/online leaming environment. 
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For over five decades, technology has been applied to improve education 

(National Research Council [NRC], 2000). The current radical advancement in 

information technology (IT) is bringing even more noticeabJe effects on education than 

ever before (U.S. Department of Commence, Technology Adrninistration [DCTA], 

2002). The projections of the future leaming environment all have a common theme: 

education wi l1 heavily depend on telecommunication, technology, and networks no 

matter how and where they are employed (Kelly, 1998; DCTA, 2002). Many reports 

and forecasts even predict that information technology will not only enrich 也e leaming 

environment and resources, but will also totally transform the way people leam and are 

educated (Collis, 1998; DCTA, 2002; Duderstadt, Atkins, & Houweling, 2003, 

Finkelstein, Frances, Jewett, & Scholz, 2000; Kearsley, 2oo0). 

“ Clearly, the digital age poses many challenges and presents many opportunities 

for the contempora可 university" (Duderstadt, et al., 2003 , p. ix). Educational 

institutions w ill need to i nvest funds in i nformation technology a nd i ntegrate i t i nto 

their ínstructíonal actívítíes if they want to compete with the others in thís dígital age. 

The children of this e-age are growing up with technologies and have adapted to use 

technological tools to líve and leam. Tradítíonal passive leamíng methods 訂e no 

longer suitable for them; they demand an actíve leamíng environment, and they expect 

to use computers and new technological tools in their leaming. For this reason, 

organizational and pedagogical r閃16neering is necess的 and urgent. 

百lere lS a consens閏 among many educators that even though pedagogy is still the 

core ofthe transformation, the transformation of education can be achieved more easily 

and efficiently if we employ new technologies appropriately (NRC, 2000; National 

Academy of Sciences, 2003a; National Academy of Sciences, 2003b). Among the 

features of new technology, the trends and the development of the Intemet and the 

World Wide Web have gained the most a忱的on. The remarkable advances in this part 
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of information technology have 企eed traditional education from the constraints of time 

and space. “Recent surveys indicate that almost half of all college classes today use 

Intemet reso叮ces as part of their syllabus, and over one-quarter have Web sites. 

Most students and faculty i nteract regularly using E-mail or c onferencing software" 

(Duderstadt, et 泣， 2003, p. 56). 甘le primary challenge is how to use the Intemet to 

improve and transform education. Pittinsky (2003) studied the developing trends of 

American higher education, which include “ the renewed f ocus on pedagogy and the 

leamer" (p. 5),“the movement of technology 企om the back office to the 仕ont office" 

(p.6)，叫he high-stakes search from new funding sources" (p. 8) , and “the pressure and 

opportunity to serve new enrollments and markets" (p. 8). He concluded that 

successful e-leaming programs have the potential to fulfill these trends, and these 

prograrns are indeed the most connected to them. 

Considered to be the latest generation of distance education, e-leaming, especially 

online education, fully employs the power ofthe Intemet and brings education to a new 

era. Online leaming makes it possible for a leamer to request just-in-time education 

offered by the elite universities worldwide in a multimedia-enriched environment 

(Berg, 2002; Kelly, 1998; DCTA, 2002; Duderstadt, et al., 2003). It enables a leamer 

not only to passively receive information, but also actively to create new knowledge 

(Duderstadt, et a l., 2003). “Some believe t hat half of e ducation beyond high school 

will soon be online.. .. networked and online leaming radically alters the playing field 

and the stakes" (Finkelstein, et al., 2000, p. 7). 甘lÍs prediction is supported by the 

findings of the 2003 Sloan Survey of Online Leaming published in September 2003. 

In which the recognition and acceptance of online education from students, institutions, 

and f aculty was s ustained by a bundant evidence. 1 n addition , t he r esearchers 0 f t his 

survey even projected that this development would be even more prornising in the next 

three years and online education h品 proven itself to be a m句or theme in the evolution 
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of education. 

D妒nition o[ Distance/Online Interaction 

As the focus of this review is distance/online interaction, its denotation and scope 

need to be defined and identified before its c lassifications are presented. Daniel and 

Marquis, as cited by Parker (1999), argued that interaction happens when “ the student 

is in two-way contact with another person(s) in such a way as to elicit 企om them 

reactions and responses which are specific to their own requests and contributions" (p. 

14). In other words, interaction is a process that students conduct cognitively and 

deliberately in order to gain or improve their knowledge or understanding. Two 

m句。r components are involved within this procedure: the interaction participants and 

the interaction content. 

Albeit that Daniel and Marquis's elucidation fu11y express the essential quality of 

interaction, their description is not sufficient in an online leaming environment where 

a11 communication must rely on technology. Berge's (1999) description reflects this 

consìderatìon and provìdes us with a better descriptìon of dìstance interaction: 

“Interactíon is two-way communication among two or more people within a leaming 

context, with the pu中oses either tasklinstructional completion or social relationship 

building, that includes a means for teacher and leamer to receive feedback and for 

adaptation to occur based upon information and activities with which the participants 

are engaged" (p. 6) . . 
Importance o[ Int，仰'era削cti，枷0仰ni的n a Dist，徊ance/ιe/伽/

Manye“duωca甜t“io叩na叫1 researchers c∞onc叮 t由ha羽.t 0∞ng伊oing communication is a vital 

C∞omp仰on肘en叫t of successft缸削11 instruction (恨Ke臼ar叫s叫le叮y， Lynch, & Wizer, 1995; Milheim, 1996; 

Wagner, 200 1). Jn a distance learning environment where there are no context cues to 

assist communication among p訂ticipants， strategies that increase interactivity are even 

more signi日cant. Therefore,“one of the most important instructional elements of 
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contempor訂y distance education is interaction. lt is widely held that a high level of 

interaction is desirable and positively affects the effectiveness of any distance 

education course" (King & Doerfe此， 1996, p. 1). Many researchers who agree with 

this viewpoint also advise educators to integrate tactics enhancing interactions into 

their course design (Berge, 2002; Kearsley, 1995; Soo & Bonk, 1998; Tu & Coπy， 

2002). The same principle applies to online education. “Interaction in an online 

environment is one ofthe most important factors that in f1uence the success or failure of 

a program" (Miltiadou & McIsaac, 2000, p. 125). Many online educators s仕ongly

suggest that effort should be managed to maxirnize online students' interaction 

(Balanko, 2002; Geer, 2000), so that students can improve their knowledge, gain 

suppo口， have social contact, and accomplish their educational goals. 

It is not only online instructors who support a high level of interactivity, but also 

online students (King & Doerfert, 1996; Mclsaac, Blocher, Mahes, & Vrasidas. , 1999). 

Studies confirm that online students believe they leam better and have a better 

understanding when a high quality and quantity of interactivity with the materials, the 

instructor, and other students is present in the instructional design (Jiang & Ting, 1998; 

Lefoe, et al., 2002; Picciano, 2002). Furthermore, in research that identifies the 

factors that contribute to the effectiveness of online leaming, it has been concluded that 

interaction is an essential element (Levin, et al., 2001; Offir, Lev, Lev, & Barth, 2001; 

Ruberg & Moore, 1996). Hiltz, Coppola, Rotter, and Turoff (2000) proved that the 

learning performance 0 f online students “ can be as good as or better than those for 

traditional CI品ses" (p. 1), when the students 訂e actively involved in interaction. 

Parker (1 999), who synthesized many studies, found that “ increased interaction 

resulted in higher levels of motivation, higher academic r ecall, and a more positive 

attitude toward the course" (p. 14). Positive attitudes towartl the course substantially 

lift s tudents' satisfaction and improve their a cadernic a s well a s social p erformance. 
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No wonder many researchers investigating recommendations for successful online 

courses believe that enhancing all types of interaction is a top priority in course design 

(Hiltz & Turo宜: 2002; Muirhead, 2000; Purcell-Robertson & Purcell, 2000; Wilson & 

Low句， 2000).

DistancelOnline Interaction Class~βcations 

According to the ar伊ment stated above, it is apparent that a thorough 

understanding of distance/online interaction is essential to distance/online course 

design. The knowledge guides the selection of appropriate learning strategies, which 

aims to enhance leamers' learning efficacy. For this reason, various classifications of 

distance/online interaction are presented in the following sections. Each section 

provides 也eories， philosophies, and research findings advocating each c1assification of 

mteractíon. 

Moore's Taxonomy 

Moore's taxonomy of interaction is one of the most accepted interaction 

c1assifications in distance education. He classified distance interactions into three 

categories: learner-content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, and 

learner-learner interaction (Moore, 1989). 

Learner-content Intera'ction. This type of interaction is “between the learner and 

the content or subject of study" (Moore, 1989, p. 2). Educational content includes the 

learning material, as we l1 a s a guide c ontaining t he c ourse i ntroduction, assignrnent 

assistance, and course modules information (Trentin, 2000). This type of interaction 

is an intellectual process through which learners expand their retained knowledge, 

perception, and cognition. Actually, leamer-content interaction is the fundamental 

method of instruction, and educational content provides t he foundation for 1 e訂ners'

intellectual gains and affects their behavior toward their educational goal (Miltiadou & 

McIsaac, 2000). Leamer-content interaction also includes leamers' intrapersonal 
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cognition and reflectionσ前ker， 1999). 甘le presence of inforrnation does not 

gu訂antee the occu口'ence of leaming; leamers need to intellectually analyze and 

synthesize the received inforrnation to acquire the knowledge. This is the process by 

which leaming happens. Historical旬， people depended on texts to caπy knowledge 

from generation to gene叫ion; although the media employed has been enriched by 

audio, graphics, images, and animation, the intention stays the s也ne: to transfer 

knowledge. Before the popularity of computers and networks, this 句pe of interaction 

was mainly fac i1itated by print medium; Ílowadays, broadcasts on radio, satellite, and 

television coupled with the usage ofthe Intemet provide profuse access to multiple 

perspectlves. 

Learner-instructor Interaction. This type of interaction is “between the leamer 

and the expert who prepared the subject material, or some other expert acting as 

instructor" (Moore, 1989, p. 2). The responsibilities of an instructor include designing 

an adequate curriculum or program, delivering the content, organizing appropriate 

leaming activities, evaluating leaming results, and providing counsel, supp。此， and 

encouragement to the leamer. As a result, he/she typically plays multiple roles and is 

perceived not only as a subject expert, but also as a designer, an administrator, a leader, 

a facilitator, an advisor, a technical support person, and a coach 伊restera & Moller, 

2001; Trentin, 2∞0). A successful instructor should be able to integrate the content, 

hislher professionalism, and hislher personal experience into the instructional 

environment to offer a great variety of perspectives to the leamers. Nowadays, the 

problem is not where to find the information, but rather how to screen out the 

overwhelming amount of information that is not useful. For this pu中ose， leamers have 

to rely on the instructor's expertise and guidance to ensure that they are “(1) applying it 

(new knowledge) correct旬， (2) applying it as inte的ively or extensively as possible, or 

(3) aw訂e of all the potential are部 of application" (Gunawardena, 1999). Appropriate 
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and professional guidance from the instructor c扭扭sist a leamer in building up a firm 

knowledge base correctly and intensívely; 也us it can be app1ied extensively in 

advanced applications. Online education heavily depends on communication means to 

accomplish educational goals, and, therefore, it is also an ins仕uctor's responsibility to 

explore new instruments and select appropriate tools to facilitate and enhance students' 

interactivity and participation their leaming. Acadernic roles 訂e not the only function 

that an instructor needs to satisfy; he/she should also attempt to motivate students to 

actively explore new possibilities and acquire deeper cognition. 

Learner-learner InteractJ肌This type of interaction takes place “between one 

leamer and other leamers, alone or in group settings, with or without the real-time 

presence of an instructor" (Moore, 1989, p. 4). Even though the content is the 

foundation of knowledge, individuals with different cultures, socioeconornic 

backgroun血， interests and expertise 訂e also precious leaming resources. The 

interaction among leamers 企equently opens up new viewpoints for leamers and gives 

them opportunities to build a higher order of intelligence by sharing individual 

experience. Leamer-leamer interaction “contribute[ s] immensely to a leamer-centered 

view of leaming, and provide[s) the opportunity for the social negotiation of 

knowledge and construction of meaning" (Gunawardena, 1999). Many ir遮住uctors

believe that the leamers' experience is most enriched when the leamers cons甘uct their 

knowledge together (E趾lich， 2002). Therefore, creating a leaming environrnent where 

leamers feel safe and are willing to contribute to the group benefits becomes a critical 

assignment for the instructor. Many theories and strategies have been developed and 

applied for this p凹pose. Among those, leaming community building is a tactic 

frequently advocated by c叮rent educators. They believe that a well-constructed 

leaming community can successfully generate a sense of belonging and then foster 

leamers' ínteractivity. Moreover, many constructivist instructional techniques, 
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cooperation, collaboration, and group-based problem-solving methods for instance, are 

integrated into their instructíonal designs 部 well. The function of learner-leamer 

interaction also depends on the intension of the learner. Many experienced online 

instructors suggest that self-motivated leamers generally perform better in this 可pe of 

mteractton. 

Many studies have attempted to identify the most significant 可pe of interaction 

from the perspectives of both the instructor and the leamer based on Moore's 

c1assification. Even though no study reported that learner-content interaction is 

perceived by online students to be the most important 可pe of interaction, many 

educators still belíeve that leamer-content interaction is the fundamental component in 

constructing higher order think.ing, hypothesis formation and reflection (Muirhead, 

2000). Not only the quality of course materials, but also the methods by which they 

are delivered affect how leamers respond to the course. In fact, there are many online 

co叮ses that simply focus on how instructional materials are presented and totally 

ignore the interacti泊ty between students and instructor and between students and other 

students. 

Research studies identi卸ing the leamer-instructor interaction as the most 

important interaction occupy a substantial position in the literature. In a case study 

conducted by Vonderwell (2002) to investigate the perceptions and experiences of 

onlíne students, it w部 r evealed t hat t he 0 nline s tudents e xpected s upport, g uidance, 

and consistent and timely feedback from their instructor and sought more chance to 

construct interpersonal and social relationships with t heir i nstructor. D oherty (2001) 

and Jiang and Shrader (20肘， as cited in Sadik, 2003) also reported that the 

learner-instructor interaction was the single variable predictor of a student's 

satisfaction and success in an online environment, and, therefore, she conc1uded that 

designing an active learner-ins甘uctor interaction environment is supreme to online 
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instruction. Fredericksen, et al. 's (2000) and King and Doerfert's (1 996) studies 

concluded that learner-instructor interaction, as perceived by online students, is the 

most significant contributor to learning. Moreover, MacGregor and Atkinson (2002) 

dìscovered that the ìnstructor was the maìn catalyst of the learner's ìnteractìvìty in 

distance learning; the instructor's classroom management and social skills, the ability 

to stimulate dialogue through questioning, and the participation of the facilitator were 

the factors that facilitated interaction in their study. The result of Jiang and Ting's 

(1998) study showed that although the ìnstructor 's high participation did not directly 

relate to the student's perception of learning, it significantly increased the student's 

participation, which then significantly improved the student's perception of learning. 

In addition, other research studies have disclosed that students who reported the 

highest levels of interaction with the teacher also reported the highest levels of 

perceived learning in the online learning environment (Soo & Bonk, 1998; Ste叫10宜，

Menlove, Davey, & Alexander, 2001). 

There are also numerous studies that emphasized the effect of learner-leamer 

interaction a nd regarded i t a s the m ost important interaction i n 0 nline learning. The 

results of O'Reilly and Newton's (2002) study on students' perceptions of the 

importance of online discussion revealed that their participants emph品ized

peer-to-peer interaction, and the m句ority highly valued peer-to-peer interaction for 

le訂ning. In the study conducted by Soo and Bonk (1998) on the judgments of online 

instruction, experts and students rated 缸ynchronous leamer-learner interaction 品 the

most important type of interaction for online distance education. Trentin (2000) 

summarized many previous studies and also confirmed that peer interaction s甘ongly

affects how the online students perceive the quality and satisfaction of learning even 

though other types of interaction influence their learning 臼 well. Another interesting 

discovery about learner-learner interaction was that online leamers assess their online 
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peers' participation WÍth both quantitative and qualitative criteria. In other words , 

excluding those interactions for social functions , the online leamers not only demanded 

their peers provide input, but they also expected the information provided to be 

relevant to the topic under investigation and contribute to their knowledge building. 

Hillman, et al. 's Learner-interface I"teraction 

Online education must rely on technology to create a leaming environment 

(Mortera-Gutierrez & Murphy, 2000). 甘le technological tools employed must fit the 

leaming content, the teaching style of the instructor, and the leaming styles of the 

leamers. “Technology appears to be the factor that both enables and constrains the 

leaming we want to insti11 in these online environments" (Soo & Bonk, 1998). 

Furthermore, technology's impact is not merely lìrnited to an instructional aspect; 

successful interaction, including both instructional interaction and social interacti凹， is 

highly dependent upon how comfortable the leamer fee1s working WÍth the 

techno10gica1 devices (Hillm阻， et a1., 1994). In fact, the 1eamer's interaction WÍth the 

content, instructor, and other 1eamers can only be achieved through the communication 

medium (Hillm阻， et al., 1994). 

Interestingly, Hil1man, et a1. (1994) found that the effect of high-techno10gy 

devices on interaction in distance education is frequently overlooked. For instance, 

Moore's c1assification of distance interaction on1y focuses on the interaction between 

the 1eamer and the content, instructor, and other 1eamers while ignoring the 

communication interface. Researchers studying online interactivity usually focus on 

the three types of interaction defined by Moore and ignore the effect of the 

technological interface. As studies h ave p roven the significant role 0 f t echnology i n 

onlìne education, H iJlman, et a1. (1994) claim t hat a new category, 1eamer-interface 

interaction, must be distinguished as the forth type of distance interaction. 

“Leamer-interface interaction is a process of manipu1ating too1s to accomplish a 
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task. . ..Regardless of the proficiency level of the learner, inability to interact 

successfully with the technology will inhibit his or her active involvement in the 

educatìonal 甘ansaction" (Hillman, et 泣， 1994, p. 34). While considerable quantities of 

government's reports, for instance, Vìsion 2020, The Power of The Internet for 

Learning, Enhancing Undergraduate Learning with Information Technology, and 

Improving Learning with Information Technology, addresses the importance of 

information technology in the future education, their argument seems robust without a 

doubt. 

In a study conducted by Ehrlich (2002), he suggested that “ the successful 

completion of a distance education co叮se is often dependent upon the ease of use of 

the interface and learner familiarity with technology" (Ehrlich, 2002, p. 3). Debard and 

Guidera (2000) also concur that technology is an important component in designing a 

course, and this is even more noteworthy in an online environment. Volery (2001) also 

found that there is a significant relationship between teaching effectiveness and 

technology. He further identified three factors, e品e of access and navigation, interface, 

and interaction, significantly inf1uence the relationship. Miltiadou and McIsaac (2000) 

reviewed problems encountered in online courses delivered at three different 

educational institutions and conc1uded that if both learners and instructors have 

difficulty using the comrnunication medium, then they devote most of their effort to 

figuring out how to manipulate the devices - thereby neglecting the actual class 

content. Mortera-Gut1errez, Mitiadou, and McIsaac (2000) also found that the 

learner旬interface interaction is a critical component in a distance leaning environrnent. 

Without a successful and appropriate interface to bridge distance learners and materials, 

mstruct肘， and other learners, the attempt to teach or learn in distance cannot be 

accomplished. 
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Gilbert and Moore's Taxonomy 

Moore and Hi1lman classified distance interactivity into different categories based 

on the roles of participants. Gilbert and Moore (1998), on the other hand, focused on 

the contents of the interactivity and developed a dichotomous model to distinguish 

online interactivity into social and instructional interactions. Both social and 

instructional interactions may contain the interactivity between students and instructor 

and among students. The m句or distinction between social interaction' and 

instructional interaction is that social interaction inc1udes the interactivity that have 

little or nothing to do with instructionalle缸τling. In other words, co叮se interactivity 

like greetings, socializing, exchanging personal information, scheduling, logistics, and 

c1ass management are social interactions, wh i1e the presentation of and response to 

instructional content are instructional interactions (Gilbert & Moore, 1998). 

“Ultimately, the primaη， challenges facing today's instructors are not 

technological but involve the issue of social interaction" (Muirhead, 2002, p. 2). 

Many social interactivity may not directly foster instructional interaction, but effective 

application of social interaction can improve leaming outcomes considerably. Offir, 

et a1.可 (2001) results proved this point:“The effectiveness of distance leaming 

depended mainly on social-positive, explanatory interactions that encourage leamers to 

engage in in-depth processing" (p. 38). In Gunawardena and Zittle 's (1 997) analysis, 

stepwise regression analysis revealed that social presence contributed about 60 percent 

of the variance of overall satisfaction with the Globaled conference (a computer 

mediated conference system), and they suggested that social presence was a very 

strong predictor within a computer mediated communication environment. McIsaac, 

et a1. (1999) confirmed the noteworthiness of social presence by inc1uding the 

promotion of interaction and social presence in the principles that they suggested 

distance educators to incorporate into the online c1ass. In the study conducted by 
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Johnson, Aragon, Shaik, and Palma-Rivas (2000) that comp訂ed leamer satisfaction 

and leaming outcomes in online and face-to-face leaming environments, the 

face-to-face group indicated a higher level of satisfaction and a more positive 

perspective on their leaning environment than the online group. Johnson, et al. (2000) 

suggested that the lack of strong social dimension in an online environment might 

explain this result. Wegerif's (1998) study found that individual success or failure in 

an online course depended upon whether or not students could blend into the leaming 

community and feel comfortable enough to participate fully. 

Northrup 's Framework for Online Interaction 

Based on Moore's (1 989) taxonomy, Hillman, et al. 's (1994) argument and Gilbert 

and Moore's (1998) categorization, N orthrup (2001) proposed a new 企amework for 

online interaction. Her design includes five m句or attributes, which are (1) lnstructional 

Content, (2) Collaboration, (3) Conversation, (4) ln甘apersonal lnteraction, and (5) 

Performance Support. The strategies and tactics applied in each attribute can then be 

further divided into social interaction and instructional interaction. She claimed that 

this framework represents the complete instructional communication loop as well as 

the social communication loop 企om the perspective ofthe online student. 

Instructional Content. This attribute is defined the same as that in the previous 

Iiterature. ln addition, Northrup also observed that instruction is presented either 

through an instructor-centered approach or through a student-centered approach. 

There is no simple and absolute way to prove the superiority of these two methods; 

instructors oftentimes select the instructional methods and techniques that fit their own 

teaching theories and philosophy. “An instructor-centered approach would work wel1 

for i nstruction that is procedural, declarative, 0 r well-defined in role and definition" 

(N。此趾up， 2001 , p. 33), which means that this approach fits better when the 

instructional content is delivered directly by the instructor through various delivery 
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media. “ Student-centered leaming is appropriate for outcomes of instruction that are 

focused on analysis , synthesis, and evaluation" (Nort趾up， 20凹， p. 33). In other 

words , a student-centered approach is a better altemative when students 訂e responsible 

for their own learning, and it is they who decide what, how, and when to leam. 

Collaboration. 

cooperative efforts among faculty and students" (Hiltz & Turo缸~ 2002). 10hn Dewey 

believed that education is not simply information transformation, and schools should 

teach their students how to think and become a problem-solver (Ecker, 1997). In 

addition, some r esearch further p oints 0 ut t hat group p roblem s olving i s s uperior t 0 

individual problem solving, and cognitive development can be created 企om peer 

argument的ion and peer interaction (NRC, 2000). Recent studies not only verify the 

importance of collaborative leaming, but also reveal its functions of improving 

acadernic performance, increasing the quality of the feedback, and understanding 

complex systems and concepts, which are the fundamentals of lifelong leaming 

(NRC, 2000). Several recent comparative studies in many fields including science, 

mathematics, engineering, technology, b iology, c hemistry, e arth s cience, and physics 

all supported t hese arguments a nd i ndicated that s tudents leaming c ollaboratively i n 

small groups achieve greater academic perfo口nance and have a favorable attitude 

toward leaming than those leaming competitively or individually (National Academy 

of Sciences, 2003a). The same principles can be applied in an online leaming 

environment. It has been confirmed that effective collaboration in an online 

environment is achievable, although it may demand more time and effort than that in a 

face-to-face environment (Curtis & Lawson, 2001; 10hnson, Suriya, Yoon, Be汀ett， & 

Fleur, 2002; Stacey, 1 999). In fact, Kearsley (2000) considered col1aboration to b e 

one of the themes of an online leaning environment and argued that appropriately 

designed collaboration strategies can foster multiple levels of interactions and improve 
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the quality of leaming (see also Black, 1998; Clark, 2000; McLoughlin, 2002). Hiltz, et 

al. 's (2000) study showed that if students actively participate in online collaborative 

leaming activities, then their leaming outcomes can be at least 品 good as those in 

traditional classes; on the other hand, if they only passively receive the materials, then 

their leaming outcomes are poorer than in traditional classes. However, poorly defined 

co l1aboration t asks may result i n student frustration a nd p roduce an opposite e ffect. 

For this reason, courses that mainly depend on co l1aboration must explain the 

requirements thoroughly and provide accommodations for students to participate 

effectively (Nort趾up， 2001).

COllversation. Considering that online conversation may involve both 

synchronous and asynchronous communication, the approaches encouraging online 

conversation are often more complex than those for face-to-face conversation. 

Nonetheless, its influence on leaming makes online conversation a paramount concem 

for the online students and instructors. Communication potential for information 

nc仙也ss affects student attitudes, preferences, sociability, as well 品 their course 

satisfaction and leaming performance (Irani, 1998; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997). This 

is the re品on why educators impose numerous techniques to increase communication in 

their classes regardless of delivery method. However, communication is not necessarily 

lirnited to academic function, it provides social function 品 well (Motteram, 2001). 

Misanchuk and Anderson (2001) suggested that communication, cooperation, and 

collaboration are the three strategies that help to build an online community. As 

communication is also considered to be essential for collaboration (Hathom & Ingram, 

2002; Kearsl句， 2000), the spirit of constructing a community actually focuses on 

communication. Online conversation does not occur automatically; online educators 

must design activities to prompt online conversation intentionally. Furthermore, regular 

and frequent feedback is considered to be critical and extremely important in leaming 
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no matter it is 企om the instructor, expe巾， or peers. 訂立ough feedback, leamers 

increase perceptivi句 in their learning and their understandi月， and further, revise their 

approaches to improve their work (NRC, 2000). 

Intrapersonal Interaction. This attribute is also known as metacognition, which 

“refers to people's abilities to predict their performances on various tasks and to 

monitor their current levels of masteηand understanding" (NRC, 2000, p. 12). 

Moreover, metacognition also includes self-regulation and the ability to reflect on 

one's own performance (NRC, 2000; Nort趾甲， 2001). Self-regulation refers to the 

ability of leamers “to plan, monitor success, and coπect eηors when appropriate" 

。~C， 2000, p. 97). Research has demonstrated that students can transfer their learning 

to new environments and events with a higher level of success if they recognize their 

leaming progress and realize when they do and when they do not need more 

information (Berge, 1999; NRC, 2000). However, metacognition is a form of 

intrapersonal dialogue. Many students and educators may not be aware of its 

importance unless it is explicitly indicated (NRC, 2000). In fact , only a few research 

articles have mentioned its effect on online leaming (Benigno & Trentin, 2000; Berge, 

1999; Offir & Lev, 2000). To encourage metacognitive interaction, the method to 

trigger leamers' intrapersonal interaction must be embedded in the course's 

instructional design, and this method must help them to think about and reflect on the 

activities 仔恨C， 2000).

Pe厚的nance Support. Any form of support that can assist students' learning can 

be categorized 品 performance support. 叮lÍs may include adrninistration, content, 

peer, and instructor support, as well as technological support. Lacking the advantages 

of face-to-face communication and immediate response, instructional support becomes 

critical for a successful distance program. Karate (1997) suggested that an integrated 

performance support provides four benefits: (1) enhanced productivity, (2) reduced 
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training costs, (3) increased worker autonomy, and (4) increased quality due to uniform 

work practices (部 cited in Northrup, 2001 , p. 36). An “any time and any place" online 

performance support is a YÍtal factor for a successful online course (Lef泊， et al., 2002; 

Powers & Mitchell, 1997; Vonderwell, 2002). “Quality on The Line: Benchmarks for 

Success in Internet-Based Distance Education," created two groups of benchmarks, 

Course Structure Benchmarks and Student Support Benchmarks, to emphasize the 

importance of student performance support. 

Northrup (2002) later modified the interaction 企amework; conversation and 

collaboration were merged into one attribute, which resulted in four instead of the 

original designed five attributes: content interaction, c onversation a nd c ollaboration, 

intrapersonaVmetacognitive skills, and need for performance suppo口 Nort祉up's

framework integrates M∞呵's ， Hillman, et al.注， and Gilbert & Moore's theories 

together. Among these, the content interaction is equivalent to Moore's learner-content 

interaction. The conversation and collaboration interaction contains 扎100re's

learner-instructor interaction and leamer-learner interaction, and both instructional 

interactivities and social interactivities structure the construct of this interaction type. 

Northrup considers that intrapersonallMetacognitive skills are another interaction 

attribute that fosters online learners' learning and enhances what they have learned 

from the content (Content interaction) and the interactions with their instructor and 

peers (Conversation and collaboration interaction). Moreover, she also extends 

Hillm血， et al. 's work to include not only technical support, bul also instructional 

support and support 企om instructor and peers into the performance support; this 

interaction attribute assists online learners to learn in an online environment. 

The goal of this review is to inspect various distance/online interaction 

classifications, and it does not assume that any particular classification is superior to 

the others. The object is that the categories or "the attributes encompass levels of 
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content interaction, types of dialog through communications and collaboration, levels 

of s tudent s elf-directedness, and types 0 f s upport f or the learner a nytime, a nyplace" 

(Northrup, 2002, p. 220); and further served as fundamental guidance for strategy 

selection, which is expected to stimulate online interactions and improve the efficiency 

of online instruction. 

Accordingly, the next research theme is to identi砂 operative interaction strategies 

not only theoretically but also empirically. 甘le distance/online interaction 

classifications stated previously provide the theoretical foundation to select the 

interaction s trategy and empirical applications r ecognize the i nteraction s trategies to 

refine the selection. Even though some effort has been done aforetime, additional 

research is still required for this purpose. Only if the empirical applications integrate 

with the the。可 can the most effective interaction strategies be identified. 

After t he identification 0 f interaction strategies, a study t 0 d istinguish the m ost 

influential interaction strategies 企om the others is the next research objective. 

Moreover, it would also be beneficial to determine the order of different types of 

interaction strategies in terms of the significance perceived by the online leamers in 

order to prioritize online leamers' needs and distribute limited reso叮ces sufficiently. 

Studies about the influence of different factors - previous leaming experience, cu!ture, 

studied subject, leaming theories, gender, et cetera 一 on the ranking of interaction 

strategies may improve interaction strategy selection and advantage online !eamers as 

wel 1. 

Although these classification theories have been applied extensively in 

distance/online instructional design, further research about distance/online interaction 

is also necessary to perfect distance/online instruction. The answers to these questions 

may be complicated; nonetheless , while online education is gaining more and more in 

demand and recognition , further studies are recommended. 
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遠距/網路教學互動分類之文獻探討

張慈淑

台中技術學院國際企業系講師

中文摘要

最新一代的遠距教學 e-Ieaming' 尤其是網路教學，充分利用了網際網路的功

能，將教育提昇至一個新的世代。在遠距/網路互動被當成是遠距/網路課程成功

的主要因素之一的情況下，對遠距/網路互動有詳盡的認知變成了遠距/網路課程

設計所必須準備的功課。這篇文章主要的目的是藉由回顧遠距/網路互動的分類架

構之文獻，以引導遠距/網路互動策略的選擇，進而提高在遠距/網路環境中的學

習效能，主要探討之文獻其中包括 Moore 、 Hi11m甜， Willis 及 Gunawardena 、 Gilbert

及 Moore 、 Northrup 的理論。

關鍵字:遠距/網路學習、遠距/網路互動、遠距/網路教學
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